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Abstract: Search for compressed supersymmetry at multi-TeV scale, in the pres-
ence of a light gravitino dark matter, can get sizable uplift while looking into the
associated fat-jets with missing transverse momenta as a signature of the boson pro-
duced in the decay process of much heavier next-to-lightest sparticle. We focus on
the hadronic decay of the ensuing Higgs and/or Z boson giving rise to at least two
fat-jets and /ET in the final state. We perform a detailed background study adopting
a multivariate analysis using a boosted decision tree to provide a robust investigation
to explore the discovery potential for such signal at 14 TeV LHC considering different
benchmark points satisfying all the theoretical and experimental constraints. This
channel provides the best discovery prospects with most of the benchmarks discov-
erable within an integrated luminosity of L = 200 fb−1. Kinematic observables are
investigated in order to distinguish between compressed and uncompressed spectra
having similar event yields.
Keywords: Supersymmetry phenomenology, Large Hadron Collider, Compressed
spectrum, Higgsino-like NLSP, Jet Substructure
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1 Introduction
Improved analysis techniques, especially in the context of the high-luminosity Large
Hadron Collider (LHC), are a desideratum in the pursuit of new fundamental physics.
Supersymmetry (SUSY) has been one of the front-runner candidates for beyond stan-
dard model (BSM) physics for the last few decades, and its search at experiments
provides common ground to many non-SUSY searches too. In view of the null re-
sults at the run 1 and run 2 of LHC, compressed SUSY (cSUSY) [1–4] has gained
relevance in its ongoing pursuit, primarily aimed at looking at the elusive scenario of
new physics with a significantly degenerate mass spectra. In such scenarios and more
specifically in the minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM) with the light-
est neutralino (χ˜01) as the lightest SUSY particle (LSP), the signals are characterized
by soft final state objects including low missing transverse momentum (/ET ) [1–13].
However, in non-minimal scenarios, the SUSY signals maybe substantially modified
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in the presence of alternative candidates for LSP and provide valuable probes of de-
tection for the MSSM sector [14, 15]. In such cases, the SUSY signal is characterised
by the presence of hard objects and large /ET in the final state. Typical compressed
spectra are not restricted to cSUSY scenarios only and also show up in a variety of
other new physics scenarios such as extra-dimensions [16, 17] as well as in extended
gauge sectors [18] demanding further phenomenological studies in this context.
We focus on compressed SUSY scenarios with a higgsino-like χ˜01 as the next-to-
lightest sparticle (NLSP) and a light keV-scale gravitino (G˜) as the LSP and potential
dark matter (DM) candidate. The rest of the spectrum, comprising of the strong and
electroweak sparticles, are compressed in mass with respect to the NLSP and/or the
LSP. Such a spectrum has previously been studied in the context of MSSM [14] and
its extensions [10, 15] at LHC and Tevatron [19]. In this case, a dominantly higgsino-
like χ˜01 NLSP decays to a Higgs boson or a Z boson along with the G˜. Therefore
the final states arising from the decay of the heavy sparticles lead to multifarious
diboson (hh, ZZ,Zh) signals with large /ET .
As the mass scale of new physics extends into the multi-TeV regime new tech-
niques have evolved such as jet substructure techniques [20] have gained importance
to study boosted objects. It has been extensively used in various new physics sce-
narios: vector-like quarks [21], two Higgs doublet models [22, 23], little Higgs [24]
and seesaw models [24–26]. The di-Higgs channel along with missing transverse
energy(/ET ) is explored in reference [24] using b-tagged jets to reconstruct the Higgs.
However, in our current scenario, high pT b-jets suffer from low reconstruction effi-
ciency. We study the impact of applying boosted techniques to study the prospects
of observing cSUSY spectra at the
√
s = 14 TeV run of LHC. We also examine some
kinematic observables to distinguish between compressed and uncompressed spectra.
The unique points covered in this work are as follows:
• We consider compressed SUSY spectra with a higgsino-like χ˜01 NLSP and a
light keV gravitino as the LSP and dark matter candidate. The MSSM sector
is compressed within 200 GeV with the NLSP while the NLSP-LSP mass gap
is O(2 TeV). This ensures the presence of a highly boosted Higgs or Z boson
in the final state along with /ET .
• The boosted Higgs or Z boson are studied in the final state containing at least
two fat-jets along with /ET . A multivariate analysis is performed using Boosted
Decision Tree (BDT) techniques with observables such as N − subjettiness,
jet mass and energy correlators used to discriminate between signal and back-
ground. The BDT technique shows a clear improvement over conventional
cut-based analysis techniques as explicitly demonstrated.
• We also discuss possible new signatures complimentary to the hadronic channel.
From a preliminary parton level estimate, we observe that such signatures are
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more likely to be observable at the proposed high energy and high luminosity
upgrade of the LHC at
√
s = 27 TeV. This provides alternate discovery probes
to affirm or exclude the presence of a higgsino-like NLSP.
The paper is organised as follows: in section 2 we discuss the relevant decays of
the higgsino-like χ˜01 NLSP. In section 3, the current experimental constraints from
LHC on the current scenario are discussed and some representative benchmark points
satisfying current experimental limits are chosen. The detailed signal and background
analysis for the two boosted fat-jets and missing energy is performed and results are
presented in section 4. New kinematic observables to distinguish between compressed
and uncompressed spectra are discussed in section 5. Section 6 summarises and
concludes the work.
2 Decay properties of a higgsino-like NLSP
Our focus is on a compressed MSSM sector with the higgsino-like χ˜01 as the NLSP
along with a light G˜ LSP. For more details we refer the readers to reference [14, 15].
Here we only revisit the relevant decays of the NLSP and the current experimental
constraints from LHC that dictate our choice of benchmark points.
The branching ratios of the χ˜01 decay are governed by its composition and there-
fore on the value of the parameters M1,M2, µ and tan β [15, 19, 27–29]. For a
gaugino-like χ˜01 NLSP, the obvious decay modes to the Z G˜ and γ G˜ are open whereas
for the higgsino-like case, its decay to the Higgs mode (h G˜) also opens up. Note
that for the higgsino-like case there is a huge suppression in branching probability to
γ G˜ mode. Thus the relevant partial decay widths of the lightest neutralino in the
decoupling limit (µ << M1,M2) are [27–29]:
Γ(χ˜01 → hG˜) ∝ |N14 cos β +N13 sin β|2 (MPlmG˜)−2
Γ(χ˜01 → ZG˜) ∝ (|N11 sin θW −N12 cos θW |2 +
1
2
|N14 cos β −N13 sin β|2) (MPlmG˜)−2
where Nij refer to the elements of the neutralino mixing matrix. The terms propor-
tional to N14 and N13 denote the Goldstone couplings to h/Z and G˜ whereas θW
denotes the Weinberg angle and tan β = vu/vd is the ratio of the vev’s vu and vd of
the two Higgs doublets, Hu and Hd, respectively.
In figure 1 we plot the variation of the branching ratios of χ˜01 into a Higgs or Z
as a function of (µ/M1). Corresponding fixed values of M1,M2 and other parameters
are listed in table 1 where µ is the higgsino mass parameter, while M1 and M2 are
the bino and wino soft mass parameters respectively. The plots are shown for two
values of tan β = 5, 25. We have used SPheno-v3.3.6 [30, 31] to scan the parameter
space.
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Figure 1. Variation of the branching ratios of the χ˜01 NLSP producing the Higgs (blue
dots) or Z boson (green dots) as a function of ratio µM1 for fixed values of M1,M2. All
parameters are shown in table 1. Two plots are for tanβ = 5 and 25 respectively.
Parameters |µ| (TeV) sign(µ) tan β
Values 0.2-2.8 ±1 5,25
Table 1. Relevant range of the input parameters for the parameter-space scan to study
the decay probabilities of the lightest neutralino. Other parameters at fixed values which
include: M1 = 4 TeV, M2 = 4 TeV, M3 = 2.9 TeV, MQ3 = 2.8 TeV, MU3 = 2.8 TeV,
MA = 3.0 TeV, At = 3.2 TeV and mG˜ = 1 keV.
We observe a gradual increase of the branching into the Higgs with increasing
ratio (µ/M1) due to an increase in the higgsino fraction of the NLSP. The general
features of the plots are summarised below:
• For positive (µ/M1), the branching ratios to the Z G˜ and h G˜ modes are com-
parable except in the low tan β regime where the former dominates.
• For negative (µ/M1), the h G˜ decay is greater than Z G˜ decay, primarily in the
low tan β regime.
This motivates choice of regions in the parameter space where either decay mode or
both have branching fractions which are substantial in order to explore the multifar-
ious signal possibilites. Accordingly, we choose the representative benchmarks after
briefly summarising the relevant experimental constraints in the following section.
3 Benchmarks
Before moving on to choose relevant benchmarks for our current study, we list the
currently available constraints from LHC in table 2. The current exclusion limits on
a light higgsino NLSP and gravitino LSP scenario follow:
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Final state Production channels ATLAS CMS
2/3/4b+ /ET χ˜
0
1χ˜
±
1 , χ˜
0
2χ˜
±
1 , χ˜
+
1 χ˜
−
1 , χ˜
0
1χ˜
0
2 [32] [33]
`+`− + /ET χ˜01χ˜
±
1 , χ˜
0
2χ˜
±
1 , χ˜
+
1 χ˜
−
1 , χ˜
0
1χ˜
0
2 [33]
≥ 3`+ /ET χ˜01χ˜±1 , χ˜02χ˜±1 , χ˜+1 χ˜−1 , χ˜01χ˜02 [33]
hh+ /ET g˜g˜ [34]
4`+ /ET χ˜
+
1 χ˜
−
1 , χ˜
±
1 χ˜
0
2 [35]
≥ 2j + /ET g˜g˜, q˜q˜ [36] [37]
bb¯+ /ET χ˜
0
2χ˜
±
1 [38]
3`+ /ET χ˜
0
2χ˜
±
1 [38]
`±`± + /ET χ˜02χ˜
±
1 [38]
2b+ 1`+ /ET χ˜
±
1 χ˜
0
2 [39]
Table 2. List of the experimental searches from LHC for higgsinos as relevant for our
current study with G˜ LSP.
• Stringent limits from ATLAS which arise from searches involving multiple b-jets
along with missing transverse energy (/ET ) excluding mχ˜01 < 380 GeV for equal
branching of the χ˜01 into h G˜ and Z G˜ boson. For an increased branching frac-
tion into the Higgs(100%), the mass limits strengthen considerably excluding
mχ˜01 < 890 GeV [40].
• The CMS Collaboration also sets complementary limits summarized in ref-
erences [33, 41, 42]. Searches involving multiple b-jets and /ET [42] rule out
mχ˜01 < 500 GeV for 60% decay of χ˜
0
1 into h G˜. A combination of searches in-
volving the hadronic search as well as multiple leptons and diphotons constrain
mχ˜01 up to 700 GeV for equal branching of χ˜
0
1 into h and Z along with a G˜ [33].
The exclusion limit improves slightly for the full decay of the χ˜01 to the Higgs
or Z (mχ˜01 < 750 GeV).
Stongly interacting sparticles are also strongly constrained from LHC searches. A
recent study performed using boosted jet techniques in reference [34] excludes gluino
masses up to 1.8 (2.2) TeV for neutralino LSP mass up to 600 GeV (for χ˜01 decaying
into Higgs and/or Z boson).
We choose benchmark points representative of the parameter space allowed by
the LHC for a light higgsino-like NLSP scenario with a keV G˜ LSP. Our focus is on
cSUSY scenarios as considered in previous studies [10, 14] with the lightest higgsino-
like χ˜01 as the NLSP. One also has to accommodate constraints from the observation
of a light Higgs in the mass range 122-128 GeV, constraints from LEP on the spar-
ticles (primarily the lightest chargino) as well as constraints from flavour physics.
The details of such contraints are shown in reference [10] for the kind of compressed
spectra we are interested in. The presence of the G˜ relaxes the dark matter (DM)
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constraints on the MSSM part of the spectrum with a keV G˜ DM candidate con-
stituting a warm dark matter candidate [43–47]. We use SPheno-v3.3.6[30, 31] to
obtain the benchmarks for the current study. We ensure that the benchmarks cho-
sen pass all the relevant experimental searches from run 1 and run 2 at the LHC
implemented in CheckMATE [48].
Keeping the above constraints in mind, the strongly interacting sector, namely
the first and second generation squarks and gluinos, are kept in the mass range 2.4-3
TeV with varying orders of mass hierarchy amongst them. The third generation
squarks are kept heavier than or equal to the first and second generation squarks
by choice. In this work we focus on the hadronic signals and choose to keep the
electroweak sector heavier than the strong sector. We also focus on a few non-
compressed cases to compare the results of our search strategies. Note that our
choice of benchmarks are representative of the parameter space involved. The NLSP
decaying to the LSP leads to the presence of either Higgs and/or Z bosons in the
final state. Thus the expected final states are hh+ /ET , hZ+ /ET and ZZ+ /ET , with
the light gravitino LSP contributing to the missing transverse energy (/ET ). The
presence of a very light gravitino ensures that the decay products of the NLSP carry
high transverse momentum and hence, a large missing energy in the signal as well.
The use of jet substructure techniques will thus be very useful to study the boosted
h/Z boson in the final states in order to uncover compressed spectra as studied in
this work. We discuss the analysis techniques and results in section 4.
We now discuss the salient features of our benchmark points (BP) as listed in
table 3. We construct two sets of them as below. While BP1-BP6 represent a
compressed spectra with narrow mass difference, ∆M < 200 GeV, U1-U2 are for
uncompressed spectra having similar yields.
• BP1-BP6: These represent cSUSY spectra where one has comparable branch-
ing ratio of the χ˜01 → h G˜ and χ˜01 → ZG˜ decay modes. The compression param-
eter (∆M) which is defined as the difference between the mass of the heaviest
colored sparticle (i.e, gluinos or the first and second generation squarks) and
the NLSP, varies in the range ∆M ' 56 − 190 GeV while mχ˜01 ' 2.34 − 2.91
TeV.
• U1-U2: These represent two uncompressed spectra with a lighter NLSP (mχ˜01 '
1.01, 2.39 TeV) with ∆M ' 2.02, 0.64 TeV respectively.
The different benchmarks involving the compressed spectra vary from one an-
other in the level of mass compression as well as the hierarchical arrangements of the
first and second generation squarks and gluinos. For example, BP1–BP3, BP5 and
BP6 have a compressed band involving the strong sector sparticles within 5-10 GeV
while BP4 accommodates the case where there is a larger mass gap (' 67 GeV)
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Parameters BP1 BP2 BP3 BP4 BP5 BP6 U1 U2
M1 2900 3000 3000 3000 3500 3500 2900 2900
µ 2340 -2442 2505 2600 2812 2910 2390 1000
tanβ 25 25 5 25 25 25 25 25
At -3200 -3200 -3300 -3200 -3200 -3200 -3200 -3200
mA 2500 3000 2500 2500 3000 3000 3000 2500
mh 124.7 124.6 122.1 124.8 124.6 124.6 124.7 124.7
mg˜ 2395.1 2494.6 2609.0 2600.9 2999.6 2953.3 3031.7 3031.7
mq˜L 2399.1 2500.9 2603.5 2667.7 2983.4 2961.7 2402.1 2402.2
mq˜R 2398.0 2496.7 2599.3 2666.4 2980.0 2960.6 2397.8 2395.7
mt˜1 2598.5 2612.5 2638.7 2612.5 2893.2 2929.7 2606.4 2587.7
mt˜2 2787.5 2789.8 2845.9 2800.2 3056.0 3096.5 2784.7 2768.2
m
b˜1
2716.1 2704.9 2734.9 2726.6 2949.2 2985.6 2689.2 2690.5
m
b˜2
2781.3 2790.7 2789.5 2792.3 3010.1 3047.4 2784.7 2722.9
m
l˜L
3338.3 3339.1 3339.6 3339.1 3344.7 3345.1 3338.1 3338.1
m
l˜R
3338.5 3338.8 3338.9 3338.8 3341.3 3341.5 3338.4 3338.5
mχ˜01
2339.5 2399.9 2498.1 2591.0 2809.9 2905.1 1014.2 2387.3
mχ˜02
-2348.7 -2408.6 -2510.8 -2603.4 -2817.7 -2914.0 -1018.1 -2397.4
m
χ˜±1
2342.7 2402.9 2502.2 2595.1 2812.7 2908.2 1015.9 2390.8
m
χ˜±2
2898.6 2997.3 2997.8 3004.1 3485.6 3486.7 2896.2 2897.8
mχ˜03
2872.5 2972.0 2971.6 2974.4 3463.0 3462.0 2872.5 2872.6
mχ˜04
2899.0 2997.7 2998.7 3004.8 3485.9 3487.1 2896.2 2897.8
∆M 59.6 101.0 110.9 76.7 189.7 56.6 2017.5 644.4
BR(χ˜01 → ZG˜) 0.55 0.55 0.71 0.56 0.55 0.55 0.56 0.55
BR(χ˜01 → hG˜) 0.45 0.45 0.29 0.44 0.45 0.45 0.44 0.45
Table 3. List of benchmark points, corresponding parameters and NLSP branching ratios
chosen for our study. The mass parameters are in GeV unless specified otherwise. For all
benchmarks, gravitino mass is kept fixed at m
G˜
= 1 keV.
between the squarks and gluinos. This allows the presence of additional light jets in
the latter case as compared to the former ones.
4 Collider Analysis
4.1 Signal topology
In the present study, the lightest neutralino has significant higgsino component which
opens up new interesting but challenging channels to study. With the above choice,
we can have three interesting final states (χ˜01χ˜
0
1 → hhG˜G˜, χ˜01χ˜01 → ZZG˜G˜, χ˜01χ˜01 →
hZG˜G˜). It is governed by the benchmarks from table 3 that the Higgs and the Z
boson will be highly boosted and the total hadronic activity of the decay of h/Z can
be captured in a large radius jet (fat-jet of radius R), which will be directed by the
relation
R ∼ 2M
h/Z
P
h/Z
T
. (4.1)
As shown in table 3 the mass of neutralino (χ˜01) lies in the range of 2-3 TeV. In this
case, the Higgs tagger based on b-tagging techniques deteriorates its efficiency [49].
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In this process, we also lose a sufficient number of events when (χ˜01) is decaying to
Z boson. To overcome this issue we propose to capture the Higgs and Z candidate
using 2-prong finder tagger which is based on the radiation pattern inside the fat-jet.
We utilize the jet substructure techniques to identify h/Z candidate by looking for
the following signal topology
PP → 2 CA8 Fat-jets (J) + large /ET ,
where CA8 represents the jets clustered with Cambridge-Aachen algorithm with R =
0.8. Later we utilize the 2-prong finder like N-subjettiness and energy correlation
function (ECF) to tag the Higgs or Z like fat-jets.
4.2 Backgrounds
The major contribution to the background comes from the following standard model
processes. Corresponding cross sections as used in present analysis are listed in
table 4 with the order of QCD corrections.
• Z → νν¯ +jets turns out to be the most dominating background due to large
missing transverse momentum and high fake rate of QCD fat-jets as h/Z jets.
• W → lν +jets contributes to the SM background processes when the lepton is
misidentified. Then the dynamics are the same as Z+jets. Due to the large
cross-section, these processes contribute significantly.
• V V+jets: Diboson production in three different channels, such as, WhWl,WhZνν¯ ,
and ZlZνν¯ . Here the Vh, Vl and Vνν¯ denotes the hadronic, leptonic and invisible
decay modes respectively of W/Z bosons. Although, diboson process possess
similar kinematics as the signal topology but contribute as subdominant back-
ground due to relative small cross section than the mono-V +jets channel.
• Single − top production: Among the three different productions of the single
top (tW, tj and tb) the main contribution comes from single top associated with
W.
• tt¯ decaying semi-leptonically gives rise to missing transverse energy when the
lepton is misidentified. The possible source for fat-jets is either one of the W
decaying hadronically or mistagged b-jets.
We additionally compute the contributions from the triboson and QCD multijet
background which is rendered negligible because of high /ET and two hard fat-jet
criteria.
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Background process cross section (pb)
Z + jets [N2LO] 6.33× 104 [50, 51]
W + jets [NLO] 1.95× 105 [52]
Single− top (tW, tj and tb) [N2LO] 83.1 , 12.35, 248.0 [53]
Diboson(ZZ,WW,ZW ) + jets [NLO] 17.72, 124.31, 51.82 [54]
tt¯ + jets [N3LO] 988.57 [55]
Table 4. The cross sections for the background processes used in this analysis are shown
with the order of QCD corrections provided in brackets.
4.3 Simulated events and Data sample
We have generated the cSUSY mass spectrum using SPheno-v3.3.6. All the events
are generated using Madgraph5 (v2.6.5) [52] at leading order (LO) followed by
Pythia (v8) [56] for showering and hadronization. To incorporate detector effects
events are passed through Delphes-v3.4.1 [57] using the default CMS card. Delphes
tower are used as an input for fat-jet clustering. Fat-jet are reconstructed using the
Cambridge-Aachen algorithm [58] with radius parameter R = 0.8, as implemented
in the Fastjet-v3.3.2 [59]. The minimum pT for fat-jet is required to be 300 GeV.
We use Root [60] for the baseline event selection. The final multivariate analysis
(MVA) is performed using Boosted Decision Tree (BDT), as implemented in toolkit
for Multivariate Analysis TMVA[61]. The events used in the multivariate analysis are
selected after the following baseline cuts which are designed for the signal topology
discussed in section 4.1.
Baseline selection criteria -
• We veto the events if any lepton with pT > 10 GeV lies in the central psuedo-
rapidity range |η| < 2.4.
• We select the events with at least two Cambridge-Aachen fat-jets of radius
parameter = 0.8 and with minimum transverse momentum pT = 300 GeV.
• To overcome the effect of jet mismeasurement contributing to missing trans-
verse energy both the fat-jet should satisfy the criteria of |∆φ(J, /ET )| > 0.2.
• The signal has large missing energy hence we select the events with /ET greater
than 100 GeV.
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Figure 2. Normalized distributions of the basic input variables related to two recon-
structed fat-jets Ji and missing transverse energy /ET at the LHC (
√
s = 14 TeV) used in
the MVA for the signal (blue) and the background (red). Signal distributions are obtained
for benchmark point BP1 and the background includes all the dominant backgrounds.
4.4 Multivariate analysis
We perform the collider study using a multivariate analysis (MVA) employing the
Boosted Decision Tree (BDT) algorithm. The multivariate analysis outperforms the
cut-based analysis since a cut-based analysis can select only one hypercube as the
signal region of phase space, whereas, the decision tree can split the phase space into
a large number of hypercubes. Each of these hypercubes is then identified as either
a ‘signal-like’ or a ‘background-like’ tree. Then a non-linear boundary is created in
hyperspaces to segregate the signal and background.
We use the following thirteen observables as input to BDT network. The nor-
malized distributions of these input variables are shown in figure 2, figure 3, where
the number on Y-axis represents the bin size.
• Transverse momentum of leading fat-jet PT (J0), figure 2a.
• Transverse momentum of sub-leading fat-jet PT (J1), similar figure not shown.
• The angular distance difference between two fat-jets ∆R(J0, J1), figure 2b
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Figure 3. Normalized distributions of the additional input high level variables constructed
for the fat-jets at the LHC (
√
s = 14 TeV) used in the MVA for the signal (blue) and the
background (red). Signal distributions are obtained for benchmark point BP1 and the
background includes all the dominant backgrounds.
• The missing transverse energy /ET , figure 2c
• The azimuthal angle difference between missing transverse energy and leading
fat-jet ∆φ(J0, /ET ), figure 2d
• The azimuthal angle difference between missing transverse energy and sub-
leading fat-jet ∆φ(J1, /ET ), figure 2e
• The effective mass of the process Meff =
∑
vis |PT |+ | /ET |, shown in figure 2f
• The mass of leading fat-jet MJ0 and sub-leading fat-jet MJ1 are shown in figure
3a and figure 3b, respectively. We used the pruned jet mass by applying the
pruning method described in references [62, 63] to clean the softer and wide-
angle emission. We first calculate z = min(PT i, PTj)/PTi+j and the angular
separation ∆Rij between two proto-jets i and j at each step of recombination.
Now, the softer proto-jet is discarded if z < zcut and ∆Rij > Rfact and i-th
and j-th proto-jets are not recombined. Otherwise, i-th and j-th proto-jets are
recombined, and the procedure is repeated unless we remove all the softer and
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wide-angle proto-jet from the fat-jet. We have used a fixed Rfact = 0.5 and
zcut = 0.1 as suggested in reference [62].
• We use 2-prong discriminant energy correlation functions [64]
C
(β)
2 =
e
(β)
3
(e
(β)
2 )
2
(4.2)
where, e
(β)
2 =
∑
1≤i<j≤nJ zizjθ
β
ij and e
(β)
3 =
∑
1≤i<j<k≤nJ zizjzkθ
β
ijθ
β
ikθ
β
jk are 2-
point and 3-point energy correlation functions respectively. The β represents
the exponent. Here z is the energy fraction variable, and θ is angular variable.
The distributions of C2 for leading and sub-leading fat-jets are shown in figure
3c and 3d respectively.
• To reveal the two-prong nature of the fat-jet, we also use the N-subjettiness
ratio [65, 66]
τ
(β)
N =
1
N0
∑
i
pi,T min
{
∆Rβi1,∆R
β
i2, · · · ,∆RβiN
}
(4.3)
where, N0 =
∑
i
pi,TR0 is the normalizing factor, R0 is the radius parameter of
the fat-jet, N is the axis of the subjet assumed within the fat-jet and i runs over
the constituents of the fat-jet. We take the thrust parameter β = 2 which gives
more weightage to the angular separation of the constituents from the subjet
axis. The distributions of N-subjettiness for leading and sub-leading fat-jets
are shown in figure 3e and 3f.
We calculate the linear correlation ρ between two variable X and Y using the
following equation
ρ(X, Y ) =
E(XY )− E(X)E(Y )
σ(X)σ(Y )
(4.4)
where E(X), E(Y ), and E(XY ) are the expectation value of the variable X, Y , and
XY respectively. Here, σ(X) σ(Y ) represents the standard deviation of variable
X and Y respectively. Linear correlation among the variables plays a crucial rule
to determine the information carried by the variable is unique or not. Most of the
variables used in this study are highly uncorrelated with each other as shown in figure
4. Here positive and negative signs of the coefficients signify correlation and anti-
correlation with the other variable. Some sets of variable like {PT (J0), PT (J1), Meff}
and {∆Φ( /ET , J0), ∆Φ( /ET , J1)} show slightly high correlation for signal but have mild
correlation in the background. This is mainly because of different kinematics of signal
and background process.
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Figure 4. The linear correlations coefficients (in %) for (a) signal and (b) background
among different kinematical variables that are used for the MVA for benchmark point
BP1. Positive and negative signs of the coefficients signify that the two variables are
positively correlated and negatively correlated (anti-correlated).
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Figure 5. Kinematic variables used for our MVA and their relative importance. We
obtain these using numbers from the TMVA package for the benchmark point. Here, we
show method unspecific relative importance.
We further show the method unspecific ranking (relative importance) for each
observable according to their separation in figure 5. The separation in terms of an
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observable λ is defined as [61]
∆(λ) =
∫
(yˆs(λ)− yˆb(λ))2
yˆs(λ) + yˆb(λ)
dλ (4.5)
where yˆs and yˆb are the probability distribution functions for signal and background
for a given observable λ respectively. The limits of integration correspond to the al-
lowed range of λ. Here ∆(λ) quantify discrimination performance of the observable λ.
The separation ∆(λ) ranges from 0 to 1. If ∆(λ) = 0(0%) implies yˆs(λ) = yˆs(λ), which
means zero discrimination power of observable λ and ∆(λ) = 1(100%) corresponds to
perfect discrimination power.
After calculating the importance of variables, we divide the data set in two equal
parts. One part of the data sample is used to train the BDT algorithm and the other
part is used for the validation. The parameters used to train the BDT algorithm are
shown in table 5 below:
NTrees 400 Number of trees in the forest
MaxDepth 2 Max depth of the decision tree allowed
MinNodeSize 5.6% Minimum % of training events required in a leaf node
BoostType AdaBoost Boosting type for the trees in the forest
AdaBoostBeta 0.5 Learning rate for AdaBoost algorithm
nCuts 20 Number of grid points in variable
range used in finding optimal cut in node splitting
Table 5. Parameter used in BDT architecture
Results from BDT analysis considering one sample benchmark point (BP1) is
demonstrated in figure 6. Kolmogorov-Smirnov probability for training and testing
sample are shown to confirm that the network is not overtrained. The testing data
fit well to the training data and the validation is shown in figure 6a. The BDT is
trained for each benchmark point separately. We apply the cut on BDT response
and obtain the corresponding number of signal NS and background NB. Finally
we calculate the statistical significance using formula σ = NS/
√NS +NB. The
cut value of BDT response is BDTopt, where the maximum significance is achieved.
These steps were depicted in second plot for the sample benchmark point, as shown
in figure 6b. Finally, the results for all benchmark points are displayed in table 6.
4.5 Complementary signals at high energy and high luminosity upgrades
of LHC at
√
s=27 TeV
Semi-leptonic and leptonic channels with leptons inside the fat-jet, i.e, lepton-jets
are potential alternate channels to confirm the presence of the higgsino-like NLSP
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Figure 6. (a) Normalized BDT response distributions for the signal and the background
for the benchmark point BP1. (b) Cut efficiencies as functions of BDT cut values. All
plots are evaluated for for benchmark point BP1 using integrated luminosity of 200 fb−1
at the 14 TeV LHC.
BPs N bcS BDTopt NS NB NS/
√NS +NB Lreq(5σ)fb−1
BP1 359 0.60 202 63 12.43 32.3
BP2 256 0.67 137 50 10.03 49.7
BP3 346 0.42 183 49 12.03 34.5
BP4 153 0.65 87 15 8.61 67.4
BP5 32 0.61 25 51 2.9 595.4
BP6 74 0.58 37 42 4.2 283.2
U1 266 0.57 149 49 10.6 44.4
U2 352 0.56 216 41 13.5 27.4
NSM 212436 - - - -
Table 6. Total number of signal events N bcS and background events NSM before utilising
the optimum BDT criteria BDTopt for an integrated luminosity of 200 fb
−1 at the 14 TeV
LHC. The number of signal and background events after the BDTopt cut are denoted by NS
and NB respectively. Finally, listed the statistical significance for an integrated luminosity
of 200 fb−1 and also required luminosity for a five sigma discovery in case of each BP.
besides the hadronic channel. For example, the decay chain χ˜01 → hh/hZ, (h →
WW ∗), (W → jj,W → lν) will give rise to an interesting signature of a lepton
inside the fat-jet due to high boost of the Higgs. Note that a leptonic decay of the Z
boson would also lead to a pair of collimated leptons in the final state. Therefore new
signatures with lepton(s) inside jets such as (jj)(jj), (jj)(ll), (jj)(jjl) and (ll)(ll)
along with /ET (where l = e, µ) may serve as complementary signals to identify
the current scenario. We estimate the number of events prior to signal analysis as
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summarised in table 7 for
√
s = 14 (27) TeV at 3 (15) ab−1. We have used the NNPDF
[67] parton distribution function to generate the signal events at
√
s = 27 TeV and
obtained the K-factors at NLO from Prospino[68–72].
Channel
√
s = 14 (L = 3ab−1) TeV √s = 27 TeV (L = 15ab−1)
(jj)(jj) 4593 756177
(jj)(ll) 352 58011
(ll)(ll) 13 2126
(jj)(jjl) 4 664
(ll)(jjl) 1 157
Table 7. Number of events computed using σ ∗ BR for BP1 at NLO for √s = 14
(L = 3ab−1) and 27 TeV (L = 15ab−1) at LHC before analysis cuts are applied.
From table 7 it is observed that the fully hadronic final state (jj)(jj) is the best
channel for discovery of the higgsino NLSP scenario over the other leptonic and semi-
leptonic channels due to the dominant branching fraction into the hadronic channel.
Although the number of events are expected to fall after all detector effects such as
reconstruction efficiencies of the jets and leptons are taken into account. Further,
signal selection criteria would also lead to reduction in the number of observed events.
Therefore, at
√
s = 14 TeV, only the fully hadronic channel is the best possible
channel for discovery of the higgsino-NLSP scenario. From section 4, at
√
s = 14
TeV we see that the two fat-jet + /ET final state can reach a mass range of ' 2.4− 3
TeV at an integrated luminosity, L = 200 fb −1. Although the semi-leptonic channels
(jj)(ll) and (jj)(jjl) can be interesting channels of discovery due to the presence of
leptons in the final state, they have relatively fewer events at
√
s = 14 TeV and are
not expected to be significant after detector effects and signal selection efficiencies are
taken into account. However such channels would possibly be discoverable at the high
energy upgrade of the LHC at
√
s = 27 TeV as shown in table 7. The dilepton pair (ll)
arising from the decay of the Z boson would also be an indicator of the composition
of the NLSP since the Z boson arising from the decay of the higgsino-like NLSP
would be longitudinally polarised in the high energy limit where
√
s >> mZ . On
the contrary, a gaugino-like NLSP would give rise to a mostly transversely polarised
Z boson. Therefore, the presence of the longitudinal Z boson would be useful to
ascertain the higgsino-like nature of the NLSP. Kinematic observables such as cos θ∗
and other variables derived therefrom are useful to explore the polarisation of the
Z boson as has been studied in [15] for non-boosted topologies. We leave such
studies using boosted techniques for a future work. In addition, channels including
a lepton inside a jet, such as (jjl) dominantly arise from the decay of the Higgs,
h→ WW ∗ → jjl in the final state. It would be a useful indicator of the presence of
– 16 –
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Figure 7. Representative diagram for the signal topology.
a Higgs boson in the final state as opposed to a Z boson and thereby affirming the
higgsino-like composition of the NLSP.
5 Distinction of Compressed and Uncompressed spectra
As the results suggest in table 6, the signal yield for different compression is similar for
a few benchmarks. It is important to compare the scenario of different compression
scale. We define ∆M as compression scale, where ∆M is the mass difference between
the heaviest colour particle and the NLSP. ∆M varies from 56-190 GeV for the case
of compressed spectra while for uncompressed it is in between 500 - 2000 GeV. With
G˜ being almost massless and NLSP being in the range of (1-3 TeV) we expect that
the decay product of NLSP will be sufficiently boosted in both the cases. Hence both
kinds of compression spectra satisfy the loose criteria of at least two fat-jet.
A large number of high pT jets are the result of the cascade decay in case of the
uncompressed spectrum, whereas the compressed spectrum has very soft jet coming
from the cascade decay. Using this information we design two new observables to
distinguish these two spectra. To understand the construction of these observables
the prototypical signal topology is shown in figure 7.
We first define the anti-kT jet (AK4) of radius parameter R = 0.4 with PT =
20 GeV. Further, we identify these AK4 jets (jk) as “unique jet” jets which are not
the part of fat-jet (Ji) i.e. ∆RJijk between the reconstructed fat-jet and a AK4 jet
is greater than 0.8. The origin of unique jets is primarily from cascade decay hence
they can be identified in a small radius jet.
• The first observable is defined as the ratio of PT of leading unique AK4 jet by
the PT of leading fat-jet, written as
Z1 =
PT (j0)unique
PT (J0)
(5.1)
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Figure 8. Normalized distributions of new kinematic variable Z1 and Z2 for the discrim-
inant of compressed and uncompressed spectra.
• Similarly, we define another variable as the ratio of PT of leading unique jet by
the PT of sub-leading fat-jet, written as
Z2 =
PT (j0)unique
PT (J1)
(5.2)
The distribution for these variables are shown in figure 8a and 8b respectively. These
distributions are plotted with the selected events after the BDT analysis. Evidently,
both variables can capture significant information about the compression of the spec-
trum. The Z1 and Z2 both have significant contribution at smaller value for BP1
(compressed case) compared to a relatively flat distribution in U2 (uncompressed
case). As expected, pT of the leading unique jet is less in case of compressed than
in the case of uncompressed spectra and these variables can be used as powerful
discriminators in hadronic final state studies of cSUSY.
6 Summary and Conclusions
With no clear indication of new physics yet at the LHC, compressed mass spectrum
gained significant limelight as a possible explanation for the elusive nature in the
realisation of new physics. In this work, we consider a compressed SUSY scenario,
where both coloured and electro-weak new physics sectors are sitting at multi-TeV
scale in the presence of a light gravitino as dark matter candidate. The lightest
neutralino, which is also the natural NLSP candidate in phenomenological MSSM,
decays into the gravitino together with Higgs or Z-boson. A large mass gap between
them invariably produces a significantly boosted boson. Recognising the fact that
its hadronic decay can form boosted fat-jet objects opens up an intriguing new pos-
sibility. This new channel can be beneficial contrary to looking through the typical
leptonic search which is in any case expected to be suppressed by small branching
ratio, or reconstruction efficiency at a high pT . Moreover, reconstructed fat-jets can
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still carry the characteristics of the parent particle in their masses and substructures.
The present analysis exploits such properties to counter the extensive background
coming from QCD jets. With multiple observables, including pruned fat-jet masses,
energy correlation functions as well as N-subjettiness, we demonstrate the full po-
tential of jet substructure by using a dedicated multivariate analysis. The LHC
sensitivity can be improved substantially that most of the constructed benchmark
points can be explored with an integrated luminosity of 200 fb−1 at the 14 TeV
LHC. One can exclude masses up to 3.2 TeV at L = 3000 fb−1, with a 3.2σ signal
significance achievable for a compressed spectrum similar to BP6 (∆M ' 60 GeV).
At this point, it is worth mentioning that an uncompressed scenario can produce
characteristically different signature. We constructed new observables in our present
framework sensitive to the compression of our model. New possible leptonic and semi-
leptonic signatures are also proposed which would be observable at a high energy and
high luminosity upgrade of the LHC at
√
s = 27 TeV.
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